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carbon (a + b + c + d), the graphitic carbon (a -1- b) and the combined
Carb]°nD(etei'm)matic)n of the Total Carbon.	For this, numerous methods
have'been proposed, all based on the direct or indirect combustion of the
carbon. Descriptions will be given here of the (or eis method, of the
method of direct combustion in a cnrrent of oxygen (these two being most
generally used) and of the copper chloride method, whirl, requires no special
apparatus and may be used in any laboratory.	_
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sists in treating the sample with a
mixture of chromic and sulphuric
acids so as to oxidise all the carbon to
the dioxide, the latter being fixed
and weighed.
Rent*t'lils. (0 Concentrated chro-
mic acid solution ' 7-" ^nuns of
chromic acid, which need not he
chemically pure but must be free
from organic matter (the pure chro-
mic acid of commerce), are dissolved
in 700 c.e, ol water.
grams of crystallised copper sulphate
are dissolved to «>, litres.
, l/'/Wff/H.s1. The necessary appar-
atus is shown in Fig. 10 on p. 165,1
and includes :
(i) A tower ,1 to purify (he air
and containing potassium hydroxide
solution al the bottom and soda
lime or lump potash in the upper
part.
(.'.) The t'orleis Mask, modified to
some extent, consisting uf a 700-900
c.c. flask (shown in detail in Fig. <j)
lilted with a small ground-in con-
denser which descends inside the
neck, and the mouth of which is hol-
lowed to the form of a small basin
to hold sulphuric acid to seal the ground in plug : by means of two tubes
a, current of air may be passed through the !iask.s
(3) A drying ilask C, charged with sulphuric acid to about /! mm. below
the end of the gas tube.
1 This iigim: and many of the others shown wen* detained by Dr, B. (laspurinetti.
a To prevent breaking of the Hank during heathy,; it is well ttt wrap the bottom in
asbestos. A dine, (if asbestos board about n"j turn, in thickness is prepared and a num-
ber of radial .slits made almost to the eeulre ; the dm: is then, moinlencd and stuck
to the bottom of the thialc. After drying in thr* nven the asbestos remains perfectly
adherent \n il

